features and benefits list

abstracta

modular
display
system

design poul cadovius

Features

Benefits

Abstracta is a system of round tubes and connec- Open modular system which showcases and accentuates any product.
Lightweight, portable, versatile, stable and reusable. Timeless system
tors available in 13mm and 19mm which form
developed over 30 years ago by Danish architect, Poul Cadovius. Unlimited
structured units for unlimited use.
configurations and designs available with unbeatable customer service.
Manufactured in the USA.

Systems - Tubes, Connectors and Accessories
13mm (½”) System
Connectors
90° Metal alloy connectors used to connect the
tubes together. 120° available in limited colors.

Lightweight, modular and portable for ease in assembly, versatility and
reconfiguration. Each shelf holds up to 45 lbs.

Allows for strong durable display units. Components are interchangeable,
allowing for multiple configurations.

Tubes
1/2” OD steel calibrated round tubing (19 gauge) Calibration allows for dependable and accurate joining with connectors.
Clean lines of tubes accentuate any décor.
available in stock and custom lengths.
13mm Accessories
012 | Vinyl Bumper
506 | Plastic Glides
527 | Adjustable Shelf Brackets
613 | Support Clip
620/625 | Asymmetrical Shelf Bracket
626 | Mini Shelf Bracket
630 | Tube Insert
705 | Adjustable Leg
726 | Adjustable Panel Clip
728A | 1/4” Panel Clips
728B | 1/8” Panel Clips
730 | S-Clip
738 | Hang Clip
904 | Nylon Caster
920 | Locking Spring
Finishes
Bright chrome plating, matte black, gloss silver,
gloss white and gloss sand.

19mm (¾”) System
Connectors
90° Metal alloy connectors used to connect the
tubes together.

Allows for secure and protective fit for shelving.
Slips into tube ends, capping legs on display to protect flooring.
Allows adjustable intermediate shelving, which holds up to 20 lbs.
Versatile clip for long shelf spans and attaching wood shelves and panels.
Allows for continuous shelving and panels. The 625 clip accommodates
higher amounts of weight and recommended for wall mount application.
Allows for non-continuous shelving.
Adds a tube to any existing unit.
Fits into tube ends for height adjustment up to 1/2”.
Attaches vertical panels; for substrates that range from 1/32” to 5/16”.
Attaches vertical panels up to 1/4” thick.
Attaches vertical panels up to 1/8” thick.
Attaches two units together without changing individual structure.
Suspends vertical panels on units or anchors units to walls.
Adds non-locking wheels to units for ease in moving. Holds up to 50 lbs.
Provides a tighter fit for permanent displays or loose connections.

Extensive color palette from which to choose; all of which are the same
price point. Custom colors available with additional charges. Allows
Abstracta to accentuate any décor or product.
Lightweight and portable system for permanent use. Each shelf holds up to
250 lbs.

Allows for highly durable display units. Components are interchangeable
allowing for multiple configurations.

Tubes
3/4” OD steel calibrated round tubing (18 gauge) Allows for dependable and accurate joining with Abstracta connectors.
Clean lines of tubes accentuate any décor.
available in stock and custom lengths.

Benefits

Features
19mm Accessories
012 | Vinyl Bumper
506 | Plastic Glides
527 | Adjustable Shelf Brackets
613 | Support Clip
625 | Asymmetrical Shelf Bracket
630 | Tube Insert
705 | Adjustable Leg
728A | 1/4” Panel Clips
730 | S-Clip
738 | Hang Clip
904 | Nylon Caster
920 | Locking Spring
Finishes
Bright chrome plating, matte black and gloss
white.

Allows for secure and protective fit for shelving.
Slips into tube ends, capping legs on display to protect flooring.
Allows adjustable intermediate shelving, which holds up to 20 lbs.
Versatile clip for long shelf spans and attaching wood shelves and panels.
Allows for continuous shelving and panels and for wall mount application.
Adds a tube to any existing unit.
Fits into tube ends for height adjustment up to 1/2”.
Attaches vertical panels up to 1/4” thick.
Attaches two units together without changing individual structure.
Suspends vertical panels on units or anchors units to walls.
Adds non-locking wheels to units for ease in moving. Holds up to 50 lbs.
Provides a tighter fit for permanent displays or loose connections.
Simple color palette from which to choose, all of which are the same price
point. Custom colors available with additional charges. Allows Abstracta to
accentuate any décor or product.

Universal 13mm and 19mm Tools and Other
Tools
913 | Nylon Mallet
915 | Disconnect Tool
EX-ABS | Extractor Rod
SG-ABS | Safety Glasses
TU or PEN | Touch-Up Paint (Spray or Pen)
Shelving / Panel Options
Glass, acrylic, wood, metal and mirrored glass.
Design Services
Stock Designs
Custom Designs

Provides a tough striking surface for easy assembly which will not damage
finish.
Provides an even distribution of pressure for disassembly and reduces
stress on connectors.
Helps in removing broken connector arms from tubing.
Provides eye protection.
Use for finish touch up when necessary; spray or pen; limited colors.
Offering a one-stop shopping experience and unlimited versatility. Stock
glass is 3/16” thickness, pencil polished edge and tempered for safety.
Over 50 stock designs from which to choose, providing a price advantage
over buying individual components. Color coded instructions included for
convenience.
Complimentary service, designed exactly to customer needs. Allows
modifications of stock designs. Color coded instructions included.

General Information
Shipping Options

Warranty

Shipments will be made according to your shipping and receiving
instructions for customer convenience. If no instructions are provided,
shipments will be sent F.O.B. Kalamazoo by UPS Ground. Stock designs
and parts in stock colors ship within 10-15 working days from receipt of
signed order. 19mm orders require 15-20 working days.
Abstracta products are warranted against failure to defects in materials or
workmanship effective from the date of invoice for the durations specified
below. Connectors, tubes and accessories are warranted for one (1) year.
Shelving is not warranted against scratches or breakage after the product
has been received. Lighting fixtures (excluding light bulbs) are warranted
for six months.
Warranty protection is voided when product is used or installed in any
manner contrary to Abstracta specifications and/or instructions or when
product is altered or modified in any way. Defective product covered by
warranty may need to be returned to Abstracta, at owner’s expense, for
inspection and warranty certification.
A Return Merchandise Authorization number must be obtained from
Customer Service prior to returning any product or warranty will be voided.
Defective product will be repaired or replaced, at Abstracta’s discretion,
and returned to the customer via standard UPS Ground transportation, at
Abstracta’s expense.

